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Response to Reviewer 1 Comments 

Point 1: The authors have significantly improved the quality of the manuscript and the 

manuscript can be reconsidered after major revision, including careful English polishing and 

enrichment of latest research progress in this field. 

We modified the manuscripts and tried to accommodate all the feedbacks in order to meet your 

expectation and the required standard for publishing. We also send our manuscript to English 

editing service. Thank you for this remark. 

 

Dear reviewer, 

First of all, allow us to thank you for this constructive feedback. We are grateful to have your 

comments and make us aware of the mislead terms and the unclear statement that we used in this 

manuscript. We tried to accommodate the comments in the manuscript. You can find our 

response below. Thank you again. 

 Respon to reviewer 1
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1 
 

 

I had the opportunity to review this paper twice in the past and hence this is essentially 
a third review. The manuscript describes the effect of the addition of HDPE in the 
concrete, contributing to a greener environment. The new version of the manuscript is 
slightly improved, however in my view it requires much work before it is ready to be 
published in an international journal. I cannot understand if the authors are unable to 
do the revisions or if they disagree with them, as I cannot see any responses to previous 
comments. Unfortunately, the manuscript is still poorly written in terms of its 
scientific content and language. I strongly advise the authors to seek a professional 
editing service or a native speaker to help them.  
The ms contains several drawbacks which are summarised below:  
1. The Introduction has not been improved significantly. It contains many generalities, 
it does not describe the problem statement and does not provide a good, relevant 
literature review. This is a comment which has never been addressed. The readers have 
to know in the introduction what the current situation is, with regards to the use of 
plastic aggregates in concrete, what the-state-of-the-art is and what the problem they 
wish to solve is.  
2. Unfortunately again an important setback is the fact that data and interpretations 
are not separated. This makes reading and comprehending the manuscript very 
difficult. On top of this, the text contains vague statements and expressions and so 
many repetitions, which make it difficult to read.  
3. The authors improved the section of materials and methods. However, still we do 
not know the type of material, which is used as aggregate. If the type of aggregate is not 
important then why do the authors have one chapter for its description, and they 
provide densities and resistance to abrasion? How does this information help the 
manuscript? Where is it used? Still I cannot understand why the values of the tests 
(density, tensile and compressive strengths) are not provided. Not even as ranges with 
std in each concrete category.  
4. It is very unclear what the originality and the contribution of this paper is. The 
authors frankly mention that all their “findings” have already been studied and 2  

attached file
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described by other authors. Hence, they fail to highlight the significance and the 
novelty of this study.  
5. The Discussion section has been revised, however now it is just a repeat of the 
results! No scientific evidence, no interpretations, no robust discussion!  
For the above reasons, I very much regret that once again I cannot recommend 
acceptance of the manuscript in its present form. I hope the authors to find my 
comments useful for improving the manuscript.  
Below I recommend few detailed comments:  
- Once again I will suggest to use consistent language: most of the text is written in 
American English, however both fiber (American) and fibre (English) are used. 
Likewise, “behavior” and “behaviour” are both used.  
 
Lines 95-99: These components sum up to less than 100%. What is the rest?  
Line 102: What physical characteristics? What did you measure? Nothing is provided. 
What is the material used? Why is it so difficult to mention if it is limestone, sandstone 
or any other material?  
Lines 141-142: Repetitive statement  
Line 147: Table 2 provides properties for the aggregates. What is the “sieve size” in 
table 2? Also, the SI symbol for gram is g and not gr. For unit weight apparently the 
unit should be g/cm3 (not kg)  
Line 157: Are you sure it is 0.05 mm? In the figures they do not look so laminated. 
Probably you mean cm?  
Figure 2: Both images have poor quality. What is their importance? What do they 
show? A squared paper?  
Line 175: which tests are you talking about? Do you mean slump value? Are you 
implying that you let the concrete 28 days to cure, as it is the standard practice? Very 
confusing here.  
Line 181: Omit “was” before started.  
Table 2: a) The legend is unacceptable! b) it’s hard to believe that the amount of water 
is always the same, with and without HDPE; c) please omit decimal digits from the 
number of specimens. 3  
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Lines 194-195: Confusion. How many samples? 2 or 6?  
Line 200: Exactly! Therefore, the water content was not the same, as it is stated in 
Table 4. Which test are you talking about?  
Line 221: Please add “is” before “shown”.  
Lines 221-222: I suggest replacing: “In these experiments… testing.” with “In this test, 
the fibers were added to the fresh concrete before its testing” (if this is what you mean). 
I suggest omitting the next sentence: “The result…”  
Lines 226-228: Apart from requiring syntax correction, this statement is interpretation 
and should not mix with results.  
Lines 230-231: Which is what? the graphs look nearly identical.  
Lines 233-241: This is discussion and does not belong to a results section.  
Lines 260-261: What do you mean here? Plastic itself has lower density than concrete 
and hence it is logical that the density of the mixture decreases.  
Lines 268-269: Exactly! So, what are you talking about air in lines 260-261?  
Lines 270-274: I recommend replacing “Therefore, …Figure 6.” with “The size of the 
HDPE fibers does not affect the concrete unit weight as they all show the same value 
for certain percentages (Figure 6).”  
Figure 6: Poor quality. Small letters and unreadable. Please use open symbols and 
perhaps re-scale Y-axis, otherwise we are unable to see something.  
Lines 292-293: I suggest omitting the sentence: “They are… specification”. Nothing 
special to say.  
Lines 294-295: This is an unclear statement. Please explain better. How do you show 
this? All qualities show an improvement followed by a general decline.  
Lines 297-298: Syntax.  
Line 321: Omit strength and add it after high concrete…  
Lines 321-322: What does this sentence say? Yes of course they have but you do not 
show this because you never use the aggregate properties!  
Line 325: I suggest replacing “all size HDPE… cm2” with “all HDPE fibers are equal to 1 
cm2”. 4  
 



 

4 

Lines 326-328: I suggest omitting: “This finding… qualities” with “This finding is in 
line with the results of the compressive strength, where the 0.5 x 2 cm HDPE fibers in 
all concrete qualities show better performance (Figure 8).”. Generally, there are many 
vague expressions and errors. Please take care of your text. I will not suggest more 
corrections.  
Lies 326 and 328-330: I suggest deleting “in the addition of HDPE fibers, and be 
subjected” (incomprehensible) and “Hence… c10.” (repetitive).  
Lines 362-363: Vague sentence.  
Lines 364-367: a) Why do you repeat the previous sentence again? b) The photos are of 
poor quality and resolution and the specimens are not cut. Cutting would imply a flat 
surface where you would be unable to see the fibers out of the concrete. These are 
apparently hammered, and this is what you need.  
Line 369 (and elsewhere): It is not the 0.5 x 2 cm sample, it is the concrete sample 
which contains this size of HDPE fibers.  
Lines 370-371: This a repetition.  
Lines 372-373: And again the same repetition! How many times do you have to 
mention that?  
Line 399: What is the two dimensional? Strange expression.  
Line 412: Vague. What does the 30% PET do here?  
Line 418: Why do you care? Your results show increase of strength with the addition of 
HDPE. Are they not true? Why do you not discuss this?  
Lines 428-429: Again, you repeat the previous sentence!  
Lines 430-431: Vague. What is the phenomenon of self-weight concrete? Is it a 
phenomenon?  
Line 444: Again, why do you discuss PET? You have used HPTE.  

Lines 451-454: This is not shown in Figs 7 and 8. If you wish to corelate tensile with 
compressive strength (I cannot see the reason why in this ms) you have to provide a 
simple graph with these two parameters at the axes. 



 

Point 2 

Unfortunately again an important setback is the fact that data and interpretations are not 

separated. This makes reading and comprehending the manuscript very difficult. On top of 

this, the text contains vague statements and expressions and so many repetitions, which make 

it difficult to read. 

 

We have modified section three into “The results”, and section four as “The Discussion and 

Analysis” to add more clarity in the content. Section three now only provides visualizations 

of the raw data in the Figures and describes the results.   

 

Point 3 

The authors improved the section of materials and methods. However, still we do 

not know the type of material, which is used as aggregate. If the type of aggregate is not 

important then why do the authors have one chapter for its description, and they 

provide densities and resistance to abrasion? How does this information help the 

manuscript? Where is it used? Still I cannot understand why the values of the tests 

(density, tensile and compressive strengths) are not provided. Not even as ranges with 

std in each concrete category. 

 

The term “aggregate” refers to any particulate materials, including sand, gravel, crushed 

stone and blast-furnace slag to produce concrete or hydraulic cement mortar (SNI 

2847:2013).  Coarse aggregates refer to any particulates that are greater than 4.75 mm, while 

fine aggregates are usually sand or crushed stone less than 9.55 mm. As it contains a broad 

category of coarse materials used as an inert filler in concrete, we based our category to 

follow ASTM C33. Therefore, in this manuscript, we maintain the use of the term fine and 

coarse aggregate. We added this information in line 106-108. 

 

The aggregates themselves meet the standard for aggregate conditions, for example, abrasion 

to test the ability of the aggregate when bonded with other materials. We used ASTM 

C131/C131M-20 as the basis of the minimum abrasion requirements for the aggregate. The 

value of allowable range for the size of coarse and fine aggregates is presented in Table 1.  

 

 

Point 1 

The Introduction has not been improved significantly. It contains many generalities, it does 

not describe the problem statement and does not provide a good, relevant literature review. 

This is a comment which has never been addressed. The readers have to know in the 

introduction what the current situation is, with regards to the use of plastic aggregates in 

concrete, what the-state-of-the-art is and what the problem they wish to solve is. 

 

Thank you for this remark. We actually modified the introduction in our last submission. It 

started by addressing the plastic problems in general, i.e., number and low recycling rate 

(paragraph 1 and 2) that leads to the need for another perspective on plastic as used by waste 

and construction sector (paragraph 3). This was then narrowed down to the Indonesian 

problem of plastics and why we selected HDPE (paragraph 4). Paragraph 5 mentions the 

literature review of the use of plastics for construction and research gap. In this version,  we 

add more literature. We conclude in paragraph 6 about the objective of our study and have 

reshaped paragraph 6 to make it more clear.   

Response to Reviewer 2  



In section 2.1.2, as a preparation phase, we carried out a sieve analysis to identify the 

acceptable range for fine and coarse aggregates to be used in concrete mixes.  The value of 

unit weight, tensile and compressive strength are presented in section 3, based on the analysis 

of concrete specimens at 28 days after casting. The composition of experimental conditions is 

presented in Table 4.  Of the 156 specimens and based on our experimental design, we took 

two samples for each type of design. Therefore, we used “mean value” instead of std in 

determining the value.  

 

Point 4 

It is very unclear what the originality and the contribution of this paper is. The 

authors frankly mention that all their “findings” have already been studied and 2 described by 

other authors. Hence, they fail to highlight the significance and the novelty of this study.  

 

We believe that novelty is something any new findings that can contribute to the wide range 

of discussion in HDPE plastic uses.  We based our study on previous literature that had 

discussed how plastics have been already used in concrete and could increase the tensile and 

compressive strength at certain percentage. What we do here recognize the idea that certain 

amounts of plastic could increase concrete properties. However, we have investigated 

difference aspects compared with previous research. The difference is in terms of size of 

HDPE lamellar used; the percentage of addition (not as substitute) that we based on weight of 

cements, instead of aggregate volume; and, the class of concrete (lower, medium and higher 

concrete) aimed for non-structural applications.  

 

Point 5 

The Discussion section has been revised, however now it is just a repeat of the results! No 

scientific evidence, no interpretations, no robust discussion! 

 

We offer apologies, but we tried to connect the previous studies with our interpretation of the 

findings. However, to make it more rigid, we add explanation in discussion section. Thank 

you for this remark.  

 

Point 6 

Once again I will suggest to use consistent language: most of the text is written in 

American English, however both fiber (American) and fibre (English) are used. Likewise, 

“behavior” and “behaviour” are both used.  

 

We edited this and followed the American English. Thank you for your details.  

 

Point 7 

Lines 95-99: These components sum up to less than 100%. What is the rest?  

 

We provide the explanation in line 104. The additional 5 wt.% to cement chemical 

compounds. It is unusual if materials in cement compounds can be clearly defined, as minor 

components do vary.  

 

Point 8 

Line 102: What physical characteristics? What did you measure? Nothing is provided. What 

is the material used?  



As presented in Table 2, the physical characteristics here refer to specific gravity of the 

aggregates (ASTM C-127), the grading of the aggregates (ASTM C33-99a), unit weight 

(ASTM C29/C29M-07) and also the abrasion (ASTM C131/C131M-20).  

 

Point 9 

Why is it so difficult to mention if it is limestone, sandstone or any other material? 

As we mentioned in point 3, we follow the standard in categorizing the aggregate. 

Considering the wide range of particulates, we refer to aggregate as coarse and fine aggregate 

based on a grading test of sieve size (ASTM C-33-99a). However, the quality of the 

aggregate depends on the location of aggregate sources. Therefore, we add the information of 

location, In our case, this is Palu, Sulawesi; widely known in Indonesia as a location for 

producing good aggregate quality for concrete mixes.  Line 106-108.  

 

Point 10 

Lines 141-142: Repetitive statement.  

Thank you, we removed the sentences.  

 

Point 11 

Line 147: Table 2 provides properties for the aggregates. What is the “sieve size” in table 2?  

Sieve size refers to the specification for grading and quality of acceptable fine and coarse 

aggregate based on ASTM C33. Line 113. 

 

Point 12 

Also, the SI symbol for gram is g and not gr. For unit weight apparently the unit should be 

g/cm3 (not kg).  

Thank you for this remark. We appreciate this and realize our error in using the unit.  

 

Point 13 

Line 157: Are you sure it is 0.05 mm? In the figures they do not look so laminated. Probably 

you mean cm?  

As we mentioned in line 159-160 and Figure 2 (a) the lamellar thickness is 0.05 mm. We 

removed the part from HDPE bottle with the thickness lower or higher than 0.05 mm.   

 

Point 14 

Figure 2: Both images have poor quality. What is their importance? What do they 

show? A squared paper?  

In Figure 2(a) we would like to show how we create our cutting procedure for plastic bottle 

by making a marking following the determined sizes. We then select the region of plastic 

bottles that having thickness of 0.05 mm, and overlay the part on top of the marking size. The 

cutting process of lamellar size of 10 x 10 mm is shown in Figure 2 (b).  

 

Point 15 

Line 175: which tests are you talking about? Do you mean slump value? Are you 

implying that you let the concrete 28 days to cure, as it is the standard practice? Very 

confusing here.  

A common practice to assess the progressive strength of concrete and this is performed after 

7, 14 or 28 days after casting. However, the test results before 28 days are used to observe the 

strength gain and not for the acceptance criteria. In ASTM C39, the strength tests shall be 



performed on the 28-day after casting. The tests performed included compressive and tensile. 

Line 176 

 

Point 16 

Line 181: Omit “was” before started. 

Line 205. We did, thank you. 

 

Point 17 

Table 2: a) The legend is unacceptable! b) it’s hard to believe that the amount of water is 

always the same, with and without HDPE; c) please omit decimal digits from the number of 

specimens. 

a) Do you mean Table 4 in here? We changed the legend into “experimental testing of 

specimens used”.   

b) In the job mix design, we set the ideal slump value to meet the economics and workability 

in the field. The baseline is to identify how far the effect of HDPE additions to concrete 

slump following the w/c ratio applied. Therefore, the amount of water used in the certain 

concrete class is the same for any addition of HDPE lamellar percentages.  This w/c ratio 

will differ following the concrete category. 

c) We removed the decimal already. Thank you. 

 

Point 18 

Lines 194-195: Confusion. How many samples? 2 or 6?  

Line 202-203. For each experimental design, we used 2 samples for each HDPE size. For 

example, for B0-HDPE 20%, the specimens needed are 12 samples, whereas 6 are applied for 

splitting tensile test and another 6 for cylinder compressive test. For each HDPE size and type 

of testing, we prepared 2 samples for sizes of 5 x 20 mm, 2 samples for sizes of 2.5 x 40 mm 

and 2 specimens for sizes of 10 x 10 mm.  

 

Point 19 

Line 200: Exactly! Therefore, the water content was not the same, as it is stated in Table 4. 

Which test are you talking about? What we would like to discuss: 

Line 212. We rewording the sentence. As the standard of w/c ratio is 0.35-0.4, therefore, we 

set the minimum at 0.52. The amount of water will differ depending on the concrete class 

(Table 3), which explains that the higher concrete will consume more water in line with the 

amount of lamellar additions. What we mean with in this test refers to the strength test for 

specimens after 28 days after casting.  .  

 

Point 20 

Line 221: Please add “is” before “shown”. 

Line 226. We added “is”. Thank you. 

 

Point 21 

Lines 221-222: I suggest replacing: “In these experiments… testing.” with “In this test, 

the fibers were added to the fresh concrete before its testing” (if this is what you mean). 

I suggest omitting the next sentence: “The result…” 

Line 226-227. We changed the sentences with “in this test…” and removed “the result…” 

 

Point 22 



Lines 226-228: Apart from requiring syntax correction, this statement is interpretation and 

should not mix with results 

We removed the sentences and placed it in discussion par; line 435. 

 

Point 23 

Lines 230-231: Which is what? the graphs look nearly identical.  

Line 240-244.  We add the related Figure. The addition of HDPE at certain class will affect 

the value of slump for different HDPE percentage and sizes  and we identified  that the 

reduction ranged from 5 to 20 mm.   

 

Point 24 

Lines 233-241: This is discussion and does not belong to a results section.  

Thank you for this remark. We shifted this part into discussion section; line 435-439. 

 

Point 25 

Lines 260-261: What do you mean here? Plastic itself has lower density than concrete 

and hence it is logical that the density of the mixture decreases. 

. Indeed, the density of concrete depends on the mixes of concrete composition. The 

immiscibility of plastics could affect the compactness with the aggregates where, at a certain 

amount of the mixture, it will be replaced with the addition of HDPE lamellar. Therefore, the 

dry concrete density contained higher plastic lamellar is lower. To make it clear, we have 

shifted this sentence into discussion. Line 453-459. 

 

Point 26 

Lines 268-269: Exactly! So, what are you talking about air in lines 260-261? 

We provided more explanation in discussion. Thank you. Line 452-460. 

 

Point 27 

Lines 270-274: I recommend replacing “Therefore, …Figure 6.” with “The size of the 

HDPE fibers does not affect the concrete unit weight as they all show the same value 

for certain percentages (Figure 6).” 

Line 270-272. We changed the wording. Thank you. 

 

Point 28 

Figure 6: Poor quality. Small letters and unreadable. Please use open symbols and 

perhaps re-scale Y-axis, otherwise we are unable to see something.  

For Figure 6, as the weight is similar, the unit weight do overlay one another. The difference 

would be apparent in numbers in a Table. However we added an example for an explanation. 

Line 272-272.  

 

 

Point 29 

Lines 292-293: I suggest omitting the sentence: “They are… specification”. Nothing 

special to say. 

Line 317-318. We have removed it.  

 

Point 30 

Lines 294-295: This is an unclear statement. Please explain better. How do you show 

this? All qualities show an improvement followed by a general decline.  



Line 344-354. The results of the tests indicated the novelty of this research. From Figure 7, 

we can see that, compared to other percentage addition, specimens with 5% HDPE addition 

indicated higher value to any size of HDPE lamellar shown by the value above the baseline.  

From this percentage, the lamellar size of 5 x 20 mm performed better with the value higher 

than the other two sizes.  From the compressive strength test in Figure 8, f'c10, indicated the 

best response, compared to two other concrete classes, whereas its value to any HDPE 

percentage and sizes are above the baseline. 

 

Point 31 

Lines 297-298: Syntax. 

Line 349-350 we added the syntax for the size of HDPE lamellar.  

 

Point 32 

Line 321: Omit strength and add it after high concrete… 

We omit the sentences as we already explained the term in material and methods section. 

Thank you for this. 

 

Point 33 

Lines 321-322: What does this sentence say? Yes of course they have but you do not 

show this because you never use the aggregate properties!  

We omit the sentences. However, the weight of aggregate (aggregate properties) and other 

composition as mentioned in Table 3 indicates the targeted quality of concrete. We used them 

as prerequisite of concrete. 

 

Point 34 

Line 325: I suggest replacing “all size HDPE… cm2” with “all HDPE fibers are equal to 1 

cm2”.  

Line 346-347. We changed the wording. Thank you.  

 

Point 35 

Lines 326-328: I suggest omitting: “This finding… qualities” with “This finding is in 

line with the results of the compressive strength, where the 0.5 x 2 cm HDPE fibers in 

all concrete qualities show better performance (Figure 8).”. Generally, there are many 

vague expressions and errors. Please take care of your text. I will not suggest more 

corrections. 

Line 350-354. We reshaped the sentences. Thank you. 

 

Point 36 

Lies 326 and 328-330: I suggest deleting “in the addition of HDPE fibers, and be 

subjected” (incomprehensible) and “Hence… c10.” (repetitive 

Line 354.  We deleted the sentences. Thank you.  

 

Point 37 

Lines 362-363: Vague sentence. 

Line 382-383“ we changed into “In addition, for the compaction, Figure 9 (a) and 9 (b) show 

a two-dimensional (2D)  image of HDPE lamellar position in concrete mixture”.  

 

Point 38 

Lines 364-367: a) Why do you repeat the previous sentence again? b) The photos are of 

poor quality and resolution and the specimens are not cut. Cutting would imply a flat 



surface where you would be unable to see the fibers out of the concrete. These are 

apparently hammered, and this is what you need.  

Line 384-385. We apologize for the wording. Indeed, what we did is based on the broken 

piece of concrete, after the compressive test, we took the part to be analyzed visually. The 

aim is to identify whether it is bending or straight.  

 

Point 39 

Line 369 (and elsewhere): It is not the 0.5 x 2 cm sample, it is the concrete sample 

which contains this size of HDPE fibers.  

Line 384 and other places. It is true, we opt the term to make it easier for explanation. But the 

idea is that 5 x 20 mm is the specimen, with the addition of lamellar size of 5 x 20 mm.  

 

Point 40 

Lines 370-371: This a repetition. 

We deleted the sentences. Thank you. 

 

Point 41 

Lines 372-373: And again the same repetition! How many times do you have to 

mention that? 

Line 458-459. We deleted it. In the beginning what we tried here was to give an emphasis; a 

sort of conclusion.  

 

Point 42 

Line 399: What is the two dimensional? Strange expression.  

Line 481. We change into 2D images 

 

Point 43 

Line 412: Vague. What does the 30% PET do here?  

We deleted the sentences 

 

Point 44 

Line 418: Why do you care? Your results show increase of strength with the addition of 

HDPE. Are they not true? Why do you not discuss this?  

Thank you. We restructured the discussion part. The addition of plastic can increase the 

concrete strength up to certain percentage.  Based on our finding, the use of HDPE lamellar 

additions fits into concrete quality of f’c10, which refers to medium quality. Concrete with 

this quality is best used with the 5% of HDPE addition. The higher percentage or lower 

percentage will not give the best results (in terms of concrete strength).  

 

Point 45 

Lines 428-429: Again, you repeat the previous sentence!  

We apologize, as before, we considered it as an emphasis. We have deleted it.  

 

Point 46 

Lines 430-431: Vague. What is the phenomenon of self-weight concrete? Is it a 

phenomenon?  

Line 463. We changed the wording into development 

 

Point 47 

Line 444: Again, why do you discuss PET? You have used HPTE.  



We deleted to avoid the confusion. Thank you. Previously we would like to connect that 

more discussions are on PET. However, from that literature, we understand that the addition 

can be generalized to any plastics. They can increase concrete properties, but only to certain 

percentage.   

 

Point 48 

Lines 451-454: This is not shown in Figs 7 and 8. If you wish to corelate tensile with 

compressive strength (I cannot see the reason why in this ms) you have to provide a 

simple graph with these two parameters at the axes.  

Line 489. We changed the word “relation” into “connection”. What we meant by the 

connection here that the value of tensile strength is always smaller than the compressive. 

However, there is no definite correlation that explains the relationship between tensile and 

compressive. So, the graph of tensile and compressive are shown separately.  
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Are the methods adequately described? ( ) ( ) (x) ( ) 

Are the results clearly presented? ( ) ( ) (x) ( ) 

Are the conclusions supported by the results? ( ) (x) ( ) ( ) 

Comments and Suggestions for Authors 

The paper deals with the development of a concrete mix which incorporates as additions recycled 

HPDE plastic particles. These particles are added in different percentages by volume. Tests on 

fresh and hardened concrete are performed to determine the optimal percentage and plastic size 

to be inserted in the mix. 

The research is interesting and surely very topical, since the great amount of plastic produced 

every year all over the world. This aspect is well explained in the introduction. 

Anyway, some observation must be done. The title of the paper, which refers to “plastic fibers”, 

and more in general, the terms “fibres” which is used all over the paper to denote the HDPE 

plastic particles, is misleading. From the picture shown in Figure 2, the plastic particles added 

have not the usual shape of fibres. In the text (and this is also confusing) sometimes you refer to 

these particles as aggregates. As I can understand from the paper they are neither aggregate nor 

classic fibres. They are plastic additions in the shape of lamellar macro fibres or rather lamellar 

particles. I think you should use this terms all over the paper. The title of the paper could be 

modified as: “Effect of recycled HDPE plastic addition on concrete performance”. 

So, when you describe the geometry of these lamellar plastic particles, you should also mention 

their thickness, to justify the term (as an example: in the abstract, line 18: lamellar plastic square 

or rectangular particles with thickness 0.05 mm and size 10 x 10 mm, 5 x 20 mm, 2.5 x 40 mm). 

Dimensions in mm are preferable. 

Fiber content. In the paper, there is sometimes a misunderstanding with the terms “composition” 

and “percentages”, which are quite different in the meaning of the research. As I understand in 

your research, you varied the percentage of fibre content, but not the composition (no chemical 
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analysis is shown). So, please replace this term along the text when it isn’t used correctly. And 

also: you speak about 4 plastic additions but you never specify how these percentages have been 

valuated. Usually the percentage is calculated by volume – kg/m3 (volumetric content % with 

respect to concrete volume), but this is not specified in the text. In Table 4 the quantity of fibres 

(kg) used for 0.021 m3 are specified, but the information about HPDE density seems missing, so 

it is not possible to check how this percentage was computed. Please clarify the meaning of the 

percentage. 

Concrete class. You speak about three concrete mix, denoted as B0, f’c10, f’c25. As I can 

understand, this is the notation you used in your experimental campaign, so you can use it only 

after the meaning of this notation has been defined in the text. So in the abstract, as an example, 

you should be more general, since when you begin to read, it is not clear what “concrete B0” is. 

In general, you can refer to the three mixes with “concrete of lower, medium and higher 

strength”. These terms (low and high) should be in any case relative to your experimentation, 

since a concrete with fc=25 MPa cannot absolutely be considered a high strength concrete. 

Experimentation on fresh concrete. How do you explain that concretes with different Water 

content showed the same slump? It’s quite strange that mix B0 and mix f’c25 had the same 

slump. Did you use any superplasticizers? Did you do any test concerning water absorption in 

the different concrete mix? This could be interesting. 

Experimentation on hardened concrete. It is not clear when you did the tests. After 28 days 

curing? You should also specify the curing condition (temperature, humidity). Did you perform 

splitting tensile tests on cylindrical specimens? In this case, you should speak about splitting 

tensile strength. The same for compression: it is cylindrical compressive strength. 

In the conclusions it should be underlined that to generalise the results and to see an application 

of this recycled material, more and different tests should be performed, also concerning the 

chemical analyses of the plastic material or other tests concerning the valuation of physical 

properties. 

In any case, you cannot generalise your results and compare them to the behaviour of a fiber 

reinforced concrete, since the materials you tested cannot be assimilated to fibre reinforced 

concrete. You should re-elaborate section 4.3. 

Some more specific observations (see also the attached file): 

- Line 16 and line 74-75, 81. Not clear. What is B0? What do you mean for f'c10 MPa or f'c25 

MPa? Usually it is better to define concrete strength by using the class. Do you mean concrete of 

class C25/30? Or please substitute with “concrete with cylindrical strength f'c = 10 MPa. If you 

refer to a specific symbol adopted in some particular code, refer the notation to the code. One 

thing is the notation you used to define your mix and your specimens (which you explain in 

section 2.2.2), one other is the standard notation that everyone can easy understand. In the 

abstract is better to be more clear and directly refer to the strength value and not to the notation. 

Or you have to explain. 



- Line 17. The sentence “HDPE additive treatments with compositions of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 

20% were combined with plastic fibers sizes…”. is absolutely not clear. What do you mean for 

“compositions of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20%”. What is this percentage referred to? Perhaps you 

intended: HDPE plastic was added in percentages of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% by concrete 

volume? Please reformulate this sentence. 

- Line 83. Why now do you speak about plastic aggregate? This is confusing. Did you also add 

plastic aggregate? Which was the maximum diameter? Did they have all the same diameter or it 

was different? In the following I don’t think you also added plastic aggregate, so this sentence is 

misunderstanding. 

- Line 176: what do you mean “…concrete tests were performed 28 days before use…”???? 

Usually concrete tests are performed 28 days after casting. I don’t know the meaning of your 

sentence. Please verify. 

- Line 177 – Table 3. If B0, f’c10 and f’c25 are the name you adopted for your concrete batch, 

don’t add MPa after the name of the batch. The first two rows are not clear. I think here you 

should only indicate the targeted average compressive strength you want to obtain for each 

batch. Is this a 28 days - concrete cylindrical compressive strength? What is now f’cr? In the 

table substitute the “Cement water factor” with the term water/cement ratio. 0.95 is in any case a 

very high ratio. How do you explain that concretes with different water content have the same 

slump? Quite strange, you should mention and justify this in the text. In Table 3, you indicate 

“fine aggregate content (36%)” and “coarse aggregate content” (64%). This seems to be correct 

for concrete batch f’c25, but this proportion cannot be verified for batch B0 and f’c10. Are the 

values in Table 3 correct? Are the values referred to 1m3? Because if you have less water you 

should have more aggregates. Please verify. What do you mean for “combined aggregate 

content”? 

- Line 180 – where do you define the four HDPE fibers compositions? I understand that 3 “fiber” 

geometries were adopted (1x1, 0.5x1, 0.25x4) with the same thickness of 0.05, but I thought that 

the composition was the same (HPDE plastic). Perhaps you meant four HDPE fiber percentages? 

For “various aggregate particle sizes used” do you mean the natural fine and coarse aggregate 

reported in Fig.1? 

- Line 234 – please substitute the term “composition” with the term “percentage”. 

- Line 267 – Sometimes you refer to your batch with the notation f’10 or f’c10 or fc10 or f’cr10 

(and the same with 25). Please decide only one notation and use always the same. 
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Point 1: The paper deals with the development of a concrete mix which incorporates as additions 

recycled HPDE plastic particles. These particles are added in different percentages by volume. Tests on 

fresh and hardened concrete are performed to determine the optimal percentage and plastic size to be 

inserted in the mix.The research is interesting and surely very topical, since the great amount of plastic 

produced every year all over the world. This aspect is well explained in the introduction. Anyway, some 

observation must be done. The title of the paper, which refers to “plastic fibers”, and more in general, the 

terms “fibres” which is used all over the paper to denote the HDPE plastic particles, is misleading. From 

the picture shown in Figure 2, the plastic particles added have not the usual shape of fibres. In the text 

(and this is also confusing) sometimes you refer to these particles as aggregates. As I can understand from 

the paper they are neither aggregate nor classic fibres. They are plastic additions in the shape of lamellar 

macro fibres or rather lamellar particles. I think you should use this terms all over the paper. The title of 

the paper could be modified as: “Effect of recycled HDPE plastic addition on concrete performance”. 

Thank you for this. We modified the title into “The Effect of Recycled HDPE Plastic Additions on 

Concrete Performance”. We also changed the term of “fiber” in the text into lamellar particles.  

So, when you describe the geometry of these lamellar plastic particles, you should also mention their 

thickness, to justify the term (as an example: in the abstract, line 18: lamellar plastic square or rectangular 

particles with thickness 0.05 mm and size 10 x 10 mm, 5 x 20 mm, 2.5 x 40 mm). Dimensions in mm are 

preferable. 

We added the thickness dimension  in line 87,  and justified that all three sizes of HDPE lamellar have the 

same thickness of 0.05 mm  in line 158 – 160.  

Point 2: Fiber content. In the paper, there is sometimes a misunderstanding with the terms “composition” 

and “percentages”, which are quite different in the meaning of the research. As I understand in your 

research, you varied the percentage of fibre content, but not the composition (no chemical analysis is 

shown). So, please replace this term along the text when it isn’t used correctly. And also: you speak about 

4 plastic additions but you never specify how these percentages have been valuated. Usually the 

percentage is calculated by volume – kg/m3 (volumetric content % with respect to concrete volume), but 

this is not specified in the text. In Table 4 the quantity of fibres (kg) used for 0.021 m3 are specified, but the 

information about HPDE density seems missing, so it is not possible to check how this percentage was 

computed. Please clarify the meaning of the percentage. 

We changed the term “composition”  to “percentage” and adjusted the term in the texts accordingly, as 

what we meant by “composition” is “the percentage addition”. Thank you for  making this more 

understandable.  The percentage addition of HDPE is based on cement weight as mentioned in line 18 

and line 194  

Point 3: Concrete class. You speak about three concrete mix, denoted as B0, f’c10, f’c25. As I can 

understand, this is the notation you used in your experimental campaign, so you can use it only after the 

meaning of this notation has been defined in the text. So in the abstract, as an example, you should be 
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more general, since when you begin to read, it is not clear what “concrete B0” is. In general, you can refer 

to the three mixes with “concrete of lower, medium and higher strength”. These terms (low and high) 

should be in any case relative to your experimentation, since a concrete with fc=25 MPa cannot absolutely 

be considered a high strength concrete. 

We modified the abstract by identifying the concrete class as lower, medium and higher, followed by the 

notation, in line 16 and line 84-86 (materials and methods section).  

Point 4: Experimentation on fresh concrete. How do you explain that concretes with different Water 

content showed the same slump? It’s quite strange that mix B0 and mix f’c25 had the same slump. Did 

you use any superplasticizers? Did you do any test concerning water absorption in the different concrete 

mix? This could be interesting. 

For this manuscript, the analysis based on the results of slump value, unit weight, tensile and 

compressive test. Unfortunately, we didn’t test the water absorption for the different class of concrete 

mixes here. In job mix design we set the ideal slump value that meet the aspect of economics and 

workability. The higher the amount of cement used, the more water was used. We didn’t use any 

superplasticizers.  Line 177-180. 

Point 5:Experimentation on hardened concrete. It is not clear when you did the tests. After 28 days 

curing? You should also specify the curing condition (temperature, humidity). Did you perform splitting 

tensile tests on cylindrical specimens? In this case, you should speak about splitting tensile strength. The 

same for compression: it is cylindrical compressive strength. 

The concrete specimens were demolded after 24 hours and keep in water curing tank until the age of 

testing, at room temperature of 27oC before having them tested on its  compressive and tensile strength as 

mentioned in Table 1.  Line 176-178. Yes, what we mean here is splitting tensile and cylindrical 

compressive test. We added in this manuscript this terms in line 201 (materials and methods) and also in 

line 318. Thank you very much for this.  

Point 6: In the conclusions it should be underlined that to generalise the results and to see an application 

of this recycled material, more and different tests should be performed, also concerning the chemical 

analyses of the plastic material or other tests concerning the valuation of physical properties. 

Very helpful indeed. We accommodated this by reshaping the conclusion part and added the feedback at 

point 3 in conclusion part (line 521-524) 

Point 7: In any case, you cannot generalise your results and compare them to the behavior of a fiber 

reinforced concrete, since the materials you tested cannot be assimilated to fiber reinforced concrete. You 

should re-elaborate section 4.3. 

We removed the supporting literature of Dawood et al (2015) https://doi.org/10.1002/suco.201400087 that 

discussed on reinforced concrete. Thank you. 

Some more specific observations (see also the attached file): 

We accommodated the feedbacks in the manuscript.  

https://doi.org/10.1002/suco.201400087


Point 8: Line 16 and line 74-75, 81. Not clear. What is B0? What do you mean for f'c10 MPa or f'c25 MPa? 

Usually it is better to define concrete strength by using the class. Do you mean concrete of class C25/30? 

Or please substitute with “concrete with cylindrical strength f'c = 10 MPa. If you refer to a specific symbol 

adopted in some particular code, refer the notation to the code. One thing is the notation you used to 

define your mix and your specimens (which you explain in section 2.2.2), one other is the standard 

notation that everyone can easy understand. In the abstract is better to be more clear and directly refer to 

the strength value and not to the notation. Or you have to explain. 

Thank you for this remarks. We defined the term of  B0, f’c 10 MPa and f’c 25 MPa in abstract (line 15) 

and in materials and methods (line 84-87) . 

Point 9: Line 17. The sentence “HDPE additive treatments with compositions of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% 

were combined with plastic fibers sizes…”. is absolutely not clear. What do you mean for “compositions 

of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20%”. What is this percentage referred to? Perhaps you intended: HDPE plastic 

was added in percentages of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% by concrete volume? Please reformulate this 

sentence. 

Indeed, what we mean is the addition of HDPE lamellar at the percentage of 2.5%, 5%, 10%, and 20% 

from cement weight (line 19 and line 194). 

Point 10: - Line 83. Why now do you speak about plastic aggregate? This is confusing. Did you also add 

plastic aggregate? Which was the maximum diameter? Did they have all the same diameter or it was 

different? In the following I don’t think you also added plastic aggregate, so this sentence is 

misunderstanding. 

We modified the sentences into “ ………… were added to the mixtures to examine their effect on concrete 

properties” (Line 88) 

Point 11: - Line 176: what do you mean “…concrete tests were performed 28 days before use…”???? 

Usually concrete tests are performed 28 days after casting. I don’t know the meaning of your sentence. 

Please verify. 

What we meant is 28 days after casting. We modified the sentences in line 176. Apologies for our English 

issue. 

Point 12: - Line 177 – Table 3. If B0, f’c10 and f’c25 are the name you adopted for your concrete batch, 

don’t add MPa after the name of the batch. The first two rows are not clear. I think here you should only 

indicate the targeted average compressive strength you want to obtain for each batch. Is this a 28 days - 

concrete cylindrical compressive strength? What is now f’cr? In the table substitute the “Cement water 

factor” with the term water/cement ratio. 0.95 is in any case a very high ratio. How do you explain that 

concretes with different water content have the same slump? Quite strange, you should mention and 

justify this in the text. In Table 3, you indicate “fine aggregate content (36%)” and “coarse aggregate 

content” (64%). This seems to be correct for concrete batch f’c25, but this proportion cannot be verified for 

batch B0 and f’c10. Are the values in Table 3 correct? Are the values referred to 1m3? Because if you have 

less water you should have more aggregates. Please verify. What do you mean for “combined aggregate 

content”? 



Thank you again. We removed the unnecessary information in the Table 3 to avoid misunderstanding. 

We used that number as a “range” for acceptable combination for the mix design. It doesn’t necessarily 

affect the number that mention in concrete job mix as seen in Table 3.  

Point 13: - Line 180 – where do you define the four HDPE fibers compositions? I understand that 3 “fiber” 

geometries were adopted (1x1, 0.5x1, 0.25x4) with the same thickness of 0.05, but I thought that the 

composition was the same (HPDE plastic). Perhaps you meant four HDPE fiber percentages? For 

“various aggregate particle sizes used” do you mean the natural fine and coarse aggregate reported in 

Fig.1? 

Line 185-186. We modified the sentence of “….various aggregate particle sizes used” into ”…. and 

various aggregate particles used for the mixtures as described in Figure 1”. We change the term of 

compositions into “percentages”, as that is actually we meant here. We apologies for this 

misunderstanding.  

Point 14: - Line 234 – please substitute the term “composition” with the term “percentage”. 

We changed in the manuscript accordingly.  

Point 15: - Line 267 – Sometimes you refer to your batch with the notation f’10 or f’c10 or fc10 or f’cr10 

(and the same with 25). Please decide only one notation and use always the same. 

We modified the different notations into B0, f’c 10 and f’c 25.  
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Dear reviewer, 

First and foremost, allow us to express our gratitude for your constructive feedback regarding our 

work. Your comments were very helpful and have enabled us to improve the quality of our 

manuscript. Thank you very much for this opportunity.  We hope it meets your expectations and 

achieves the required standard for publishing. 

Kind regards, 

Tamrin 

, Respons to Reviewer 1



( ) Extensive editing of English language and style required  

(x) Moderate English changes required  

( ) English language and style are fine/minor spell check required  

( ) I don't feel qualified to judge about the English language and style  

 

 Yes 
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improved 
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improved 
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applicable 

Does the introduction provide sufficient 

background and include all relevant references? 
( ) ( ) (x) ( ) 

Is the research design appropriate? (x) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Are the methods adequately described? ( ) (x) ( ) ( ) 

Are the results clearly presented? ( ) ( ) (x) ( ) 

Are the conclusions supported by the results? ( ) (x) ( ) ( ) 

Comments and Suggestions for Authors 

I very much regret but I cannot see any significant improvement and any merit to this ms. Still I 

believe it looks more like a good techical report rather than a scientific paper. Please see some 

responses attached. 
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Point 1 The Introduction has not been improved significantly. It contains many generalities, it does 

not describe the problem statement and does not provide a good, relevant literature review. This is a 

comment which has never been addressed. The readers have to know in the introduction what the 

current situation is, with regards to the use of plastic aggregates in concrete, what the-state-of-the-

art is and what the problem they wish to solve is. Thank you for this remark.  

We actually modified the introduction in our last submission. It started by addressing the plastic 

problems in general, i.e., number and low recycling rate (paragraph 1 and 2) that leads to the need 

for another perspective on plastic as used by waste and construction sector (paragraph 3). This was 

then narrowed down to the Indonesian problem of plastics and why we selected HDPE (paragraph 4). 

Paragraph 5 mentions the literature review of the use of plastics for construction and research gap. 

In this version, we add more literature. We conclude in paragraph 6 about the objective of our study 

and have reshaped paragraph 6 to make it more clear.  

Exactly! Paragraphs 1 and 2 contain generalities about plastics that everyone knows. Paragraph 3 is 

generally out of context mentioning generalities about recycling and some applications, which are 

not related to constructions like your paper. However, it can be marginally accepted. Paragraph 5 has 

been benefited from the new additions however still the readers do not know what the fundamental 

results of using plastics as aggregates are. You only state that this author used this and the other 

author used that! Nothing else. Paragraph 6 just now better presents the aim of the paper. 

Point 3 The authors improved the section of materials and methods. However, still we do not know 

the type of material, which is used as aggregate. If the type of aggregate is not important then why 

do the authors have one chapter for its description, and they provide densities and resistance to 

abrasion? How does this information help the manuscript? Where is it used? Still I cannot 

understand why the values of the tests (density, tensile and compressive strengths) are not provided. 

Not even as ranges with std in each concrete category.  

blast-furnace slag to produce concrete or hydraulic cement mortar (SNI 2847:2013). Coarse 

aggregates refer to any particulates that are greater than 4.75 mm, while fine aggregates are usually 

sand or crushed stone less than 9.55 mm. As it contains a broad category of coarse materials used as 

an inert filler in concrete, we based our category to follow ASTM C33. Therefore, in this manuscript, 

we maintain the use of the term fine and coarse aggregate. We added this information in line 106-

108. The aggregates themselves meet the standard for aggregate conditions, for example, abrasion 

to test the ability of the aggregate when bonded with other materials. We used ASTM C131/C131M-

attached file

 



20 as the basis of the minimum abrasion requirements for the aggregate. The value of allowable 

range for the size of coarse and fine aggregates is presented in Table 1. In section 2.1.2, as a 

preparation phase, we carried out a sieve analysis to identify the acceptable range for fine and 

coarse aggregates to be used in concrete mixes. The value of unit weight, tensile and compressive 

strength are presented in section 3, based on the analysis of concrete specimens at 28 days after 

casting. The composition of experimental conditions is presented in Table 4. Of the 156 specimens 

and based on our experimental design, we took two samples for each type of design. Therefore, we 

used  

Dear Authors thank you very much. I know very well what aggregates are! However, I am afraid that 

maybe you miss that traditional aggregates may be several different types of stones (sand, gravels, 

etc.). Although few people believe that the type of aggregate is not an important factor, this is not 

true and certain aggregates can or cannot create bonds with the cement and the added recycled 

aggregates. That is why it is important to know the type of the aggregate. Why do you provide all the 

rest properties (density etc) and not simply the name of the aggregate? 

I am sorry but I cannot see any table providing the actual data from your test. The readers need to 

know the actual numbers and how much the replicate tests differ from each other. As you have 

adopted standards for your ms why don t you adopt ASTM, which require testing of 6 specimens 

from each sample and taking the average? Standard deviation would provide the info for the spread 

of your data from the average and hence their reliability. However, still two measurements in each 

sample can be accepted but again we need to know how large their differences are. But you fail to 

provide a table with the original data. 

I my view, you confuse the terms experiment and test. Table 4 (and elsewhere) shows neither 

experimental data or testing nor test data. These are merely the amounts used for the preparation of 

the concrete samples. Measurement of density, porosity, strength etc. are tests.    

Point 4 It is very unclear what the originality and the contribution of this paper is. The authors frankly 

Hence, 

they fail to highlight the significance and the novelty of this study.  

We believe that novelty is something any new findings that can contribute to the wide range of 

discussion in HDPE plastic uses. We based our study on previous literature that had discussed how 

plastics have been already used in concrete and could increase the tensile and compressive strength 

at certain percentage. What we do here recognize the idea that certain amounts of plastic could 

increase concrete properties. However, we have investigated difference aspects compared with 

previous research. The difference is in terms of size of HDPE lamellar used; the percentage of 



addition (not as substitute) that we based on weight of cements, instead of aggregate volume; and, 

the class of concrete (lower, medium and higher concrete) aimed for non-structural applications.  

I agree. Therefore, you should have discussed these details we know from other researchers in the 

Introduction (to introduce us to the problem you are investigating) and in your text (not here to me) 

to show the novel aspects of your paper.  

Point 5 The Discussion section has been revised, however now it is just a repeat of the results! No 

scientific evidence, no interpretations, no robust discussion!  

We offer apologies, but we tried to connect the previous studies with our interpretation of the 

findings. However, to make it more rigid, we add explanation in discussion section. Thank you for this 

remark.  

I am sorry but what you mention above is not discussion in a scientific paper. I regret to say that the 

few new additions have hardly improved the situation. These are mostly like literature review. In a 

discussion section someone expects to read explanations. Here is the place to highlight your novelty, 

but you don t.  

Point 7 Lines 95-99: These components sum up to less than 100%. What is the rest?  

We provide the explanation in line 104. The additional 5 wt.% to cement chemical compounds. It is 

unusual if materials in cement compounds can be clearly defined, as minor components do vary.  

I disagree. What do you mean? You have a secret recipe and secrete compounds? The statement 

other minor compounds  is even worse. 

Point 8 Line 102: What physical characteristics? What did you measure? Nothing is provided. What is 

the material used?  

As presented in Table 2, the physical characteristics here refer to specific gravity of the aggregates 

(ASTM C-127), the grading of the aggregates (ASTM C33-99a), unit weight (ASTM C29/C29M-07) and 

also the abrasion (ASTM C131/C131M-20).  

Exactly! The characteristics of the aggregates and NOT the characteristics of the concrete and the 

legend states! 

Point 9 Why is it so difficult to mention if it is limestone, sandstone or any other material?  

As we mentioned in point 3, we follow the standard in categorizing the aggregate. Considering the 

wide range of particulates, we refer to aggregate as coarse and fine aggregate based on a grading 

test of sieve size (ASTM C-33-99a). However, the quality of the aggregate depends on the location of 



aggregate sources. Therefore, we add the information of location, In our case, this is Palu, Sulawesi; 

widely known in Indonesia as a location for producing good aggregate quality for concrete mixes. 

Line 106-108.  

I think you do not know the material and you just try to escape from the question. I think my 

question is very clear and I have explained above why knowledge of the material is important. FYI 

your aggregate is most probably an andesite and there is a possibility to be prone to alkali-silica 

reaction effects.  

Point 13 Line 157: Are you sure it is 0.05 mm? In the figures they do not look so laminated. Probably 

you mean cm?  

As we mentioned in line 159-160 and Figure 2 (a) the lamellar thickness is 0.05 mm. We removed the 

part from HDPE bottle with the thickness lower or higher than 0.05 mm.  

Please not that 0.05 mm is thiner than one sheet of a regular A4 paper! Are you sure? The images do 

not show so thin plastic lamellae 



 

 
Point 1 The Introduction has not been improved significantly. It contains many generalities, it does 
not describe the problem statement and does not provide a good, relevant literature review. This is a 
comment which has never been addressed. The readers have to know in the introduction what the 
current situation is, with regards to the use of plastic aggregates in concrete, what the-state-of-theart  
is and what the problem they wish to solve is. Thank you for this remark. 
We actually modified the introduction in our last submission. It started by addressing the plastic 
problems in general, i.e., number and low recycling rate (paragraph 1 and 2) that leads to the need 
for another perspective on plastic as used by waste and construction sector (paragraph 3). This was 
then narrowed down to the Indonesian problem of plastics and why we selected HDPE (paragraph 4). 
Paragraph 5 mentions the literature review of the use of plastics for construction and research gap. In 
this version, we add more literature. We conclude in paragraph 6 about the objective of our study and 
have reshaped paragraph 6 to make it more clear. 
Exactly! Paragraphs 1 and 2 contain generalities about plastics that everyone knows. Paragraph 3 is 
generally out of context mentioning generalities about recycling and some applications, which are 
not related to constructions like your paper. However, it can be marginally accepted. Paragraph 5 has 
been benefited from the new additions however still the readers do not know what the fundamental 
results of using plastics as aggregates are. You only state that this author used this and the other 
author used that! Nothing else. Paragraph 6 just now better presents the aim of the paper. 
Dear reviewer. Thank you for this comment. We have restructured the introduction into five 
paragraphs. Paragraph 1 describes the problem of plastic in general and for Indonesia. Paragraph 2 
covers the need for waste management in other sectors, e.g., construction, using a circular 
perspective. Paragraph 3 discusses the benefit of plastic addition in concrete focusing on HDPE, 
instead of PET, and considers previous literature investigating the use of HDPE in concrete. Paragraph 
5 concludes how this paper has contributed to the literature discussion.  
 
Point 3 The authors improved the section of materials and methods. However, still we do not know 
the type of material, which is used as aggregate. If the type of aggregate is not important then why 
do the authors have one chapter for its description, and they provide densities and resistance to 
abrasion? How does this information help the manuscript? Where is it used? Still I cannot 
understand why the values of the tests (density, tensile and compressive strengths) are not provided. 
Not even as ranges with std in each concrete category. 
The term of “aggregate” refers to any particulate materials, including sand, gravel, crushed stone and 
blast-furnace slag to produce concrete or hydraulic cement mortar (SNI 2847:2013). Coarse 
aggregates refer to any particulates that are greater than 4.75 mm, while fine aggregates are usually 

Dear respected reviewer, 
 
First and foremost, allow us to express our gratitude for your constructive feedback regarding our 
work. We appreciate your involvement and thank you for this opportunity. We have learned a lot from 
this reviewing process.  We have particularly valued and appreciated your different perspective. Your 
attention to detail and direct comments were very helpful and have enabled us to improve the quality 
of our manuscript. We have responded in green font in this letter showing how we have 
accommodated your inputs in the manuscript.  We hope this time it meets with your expectations and 
achieves the required standard for publishing. Please find our response below.  
  
Kind regards, 
Tamrin Rahman 

 

Respons to Reviewer 2  



sand or crushed stone less than 9.55 mm. As it contains a broad category of coarse materials used as 
an inert filler in concrete, we based our category to follow ASTM C33. Therefore, in this manuscript, 
we maintain the use of the term fine and coarse aggregate. We added this information in line 106- 
108. The aggregates themselves meet the standard for aggregate conditions, for example, abrasion 
to test the ability of the aggregate when bonded with other materials. We used ASTM C131/C131M20 
as the basis of the minimum abrasion requirements for the aggregate. The value of allowable range 
for the size of coarse and fine aggregates is presented in Table 1. In section 2.1.2, as a preparation 
phase, we carried out a sieve analysis to identify the acceptable range for fine and coarse aggregates 
to be used in concrete mixes. The value of unit weight, tensile and compressive strength are presented 
in section 3, based on the analysis of concrete specimens at 28 days after casting. The composition of 
experimental conditions is presented in Table 4. Of the 156 specimens and based on our experimental 
design, we took two samples for each type of design. Therefore, we used 
Dear Authors thank you very much. I know very well what aggregates are! However, I am afraid that 
maybe you miss that traditional aggregates may be several different types of stones (sand, gravels, 
etc.). Although few people believe that the type of aggregate is not an important factor, this is not 
true and certain aggregates can or cannot create bonds with the cement and the added recycled 
aggregates. That is why it is important to know the type of the aggregate. Why do you provide all the 
rest properties (density etc) and not simply the name of the aggregate?  
We really appreciate this explanation. We only use sand and crushed stone from Palu, Central 
Sulawesi, which is widely known for its quality and physical characteristics. Palu's aggregates are 
considered basalt, which are widely used for lightweight building walls and concrete in Indonesia. Its 
physical characteristics and quality provided adequate consolidation in concrete mixes, and offers 
higher resistance to alkali-silica reaction, compared to other aggregates obtained from areas in East 
Kalimantan. We add this information in Line 128-134.   
 
I am sorry but I cannot see any table providing the actual data from your test. The readers need to 
know the actual numbers and how much the replicate tests differ from each other. As you have 
adopted standards for your ms why don t you adopt ASTM, which require testing of 6 specimens 
from each sample and taking the average? Standard deviation would provide the info for the spread 
of your data from the average and hence their reliability. However, still two measurements in each 
sample can be accepted but again we need to know how large their differences are. But you fail to 
provide a table with the original data. I my view, you confuse the terms experiment and test. Table 4 
(and elsewhere) shows neither experimental data or testing nor test data. These are merely the 
amounts used for the preparation of the concrete samples. Measurement of density, porosity, 
strength etc. are tests.   
Thank you for this remark. What we meant to show in Table 4 was our design experiment for the 
specimens. We have changed the legend and the wording. We also include raw data in tabular 
presentation as appendix 1, and mentioned it in Line 345. 
 
Point 4 It is very unclear what the originality and the contribution of this paper is. The authors frankly 
Hence, they fail to highlight the significance and the novelty of this study. 
We believe that novelty is something any new findings that can contribute to the wide range of 
discussion in HDPE plastic uses. We based our study on previous literature that had discussed how 
plastics have been already used in concrete and could increase the tensile and compressive strength 
at certain percentage. What we do here recognize the idea that certain amounts of plastic could 
increase concrete properties. However, we have investigated difference aspects compared with 
previous research. The difference is in terms of size of HDPE lamellar used; the percentage of 
addition (not as substitute) that we based on weight of cements, instead of aggregate volume; and, 
the class of concrete (lower, medium and higher concrete) aimed for non-structural applications. 
I agree. Therefore, you should have discussed these details we know from other researchers in the 
Introduction (to introduce us to the problem you are investigating) and in your text (not here to me) 



to show the novel aspects of your paper. 
We are thankful for this. We have restructured the Discussion part accordingly.  
 
Point 5 The Discussion section has been revised, however now it is just a repeat of the results! No 
scientific evidence, no interpretations, no robust discussion! 
We offer apologies, but we tried to connect the previous studies with our interpretation of the 
findings. However, to make it more rigid, we add explanation in discussion section. Thank you for this 
remark. 
I am sorry but what you mention above is not discussion in a scientific paper. I regret to say that the 
few new additions have hardly improved the situation. These are mostly like literature review. In a 
discussion section someone expects to read explanations. Here is the place to highlight your novelty, 
but you dont.  
We truly appreciate your feedback here. Therefore, we try to address this issue by adding some 
information in this section.  
 
Point 7 Lines 95-99: These components sum up to less than 100%. What is the rest? 
We provide the explanation in line 104. The additional 5 wt.% to cement chemical compounds. It is 
unusual if materials in cement compounds can be clearly defined, as minor components do vary. 
I disagree. What do you mean? You have a secret recipe and secrete compounds? The statement 
other minor compounds is even worse. 
We apologise for this. We did not give it our full attention and, as is common practice, we focused on 
major components.  Thank you for this learnt.  We provide information for some minor components 
of the cement composition in line 121-123, though we do not mention the exact percentage of them. 
 
Point 8 Line 102: What physical characteristics? What did you measure? Nothing is provided. What is 
the material used? 
As presented in Table 2, the physical characteristics here refer to specific gravity of the aggregates 
(ASTM C-127), the grading of the aggregates (ASTM C33-99a), unit weight (ASTM C29/C29M-07) and 
also the abrasion (ASTM C131/C131M-20). 
Exactly! The characteristics of the aggregates and NOT the characteristics of the concrete and the 
legend states!  
We have modified the legend in Table 2 to clarify the physical properties of cement and aggregate 
used in concrete mixture. Thank you. 
 
Point 9 Why is it so difficult to mention if it is limestone, sandstone or any other material? 
As we mentioned in point 3, we follow the standard in categorizing the aggregate. Considering the 
wide range of particulates, we refer to aggregate as coarse and fine aggregate based on a grading 
test of sieve size (ASTM C-33-99a). However, the quality of the aggregate depends on the location of 
aggregate sources. Therefore, we add the information of location, In our case, this is Palu, Sulawesi; 
widely known in Indonesia as a location for producing good aggregate quality for concrete mixes. 
Line 106-108. 
I think you do not know the material and you just try to escape from the question. I think my 
question is very clear and I have explained above why knowledge of the material is important. FYI 
your aggregate is most probably an andesite and there is a possibility to be prone to alkali-silica 
reaction effects.  
We appreciate your thought here. As mentioned in Line 128-134 earlier, we only use sand and crushed 
stone from Palu, Central Sulawesi. Palu’s is known as basalt, which in crushed form it can be used as 
aggregate.  What we measure is its sieve size/grading that has to be within the allowable range 
following ASTM C-33-99a. Also, Palu’s is locally known as type of aggregate that is more resistant to 
the alkali silica reaction.  
 



Point 13 Line 157: Are you sure it is 0.05 mm? In the figures they do not look so laminated. Probably 
you mean cm? 
As we mentioned in line 159-160 and Figure 2 (a) the lamellar thickness is 0.05 mm. We removed the 
part from HDPE bottle with the thickness lower or higher than 0.05 mm. 
Please not that 0.05 mm is thiner than one sheet of a regular A4 paper! Are you sure? The images do 
not show so thin plastic lamellae 

Again , we are really grateful for all your comments helping us improve the quality of this paper. You 

have drawn attention to details which, in most cases, we missed. After checking our very first 

submission, we realised that we changed the unit from cm to mm without converting it. This mistake 

has endured through each submission and we have overlooked this. We have changed the thickness 

in the manuscript from 0.05 to 0.5 mm accordingly.   



( ) Extensive editing of English language and style required  

(x) Moderate English changes required  

( ) English language and style are fine/minor spell check required  

( ) I don't feel qualified to judge about the English language and style  

 

improved 

Must be 

improved 

Not 

applicable 

Does the introduction provide sufficient 

background and include all relevant references? 
(x) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Is the research design appropriate? (x) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Are the methods adequately described? (x) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Are the results clearly presented? (x) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Are the conclusions supported by the results? (x) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Comments and Suggestions for Authors 

The paper was deeply revised and is now presented in an accetable form. However, some minor 

corrections still have to be done, mainly concerning the abstract writing and the English form 

throughout the text.  

I think that, even if the scientific content is surely not high, the paper was improved and it is now 

clear and readable. In anycase, it represents a contribution in the field of the development of 

innovative materials, trying to give a solution for the recycling of plastic waste. For future 

work,  I advise to increase the number of specimens for each batch, above all for the evaluation 

of mechanical properties, since only 2 specimens are very few to provide a statistical 

interpretations of results.  
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Kind regards, 

Tamrin  and Juli 

 

Response to reviewer 3: 

- Abstract and keywords. We revised the wording accordingly in  line 16-20, and line 22 for 

keywords. Thank you very much.  

- Line 75-76, we adjusted into “….fiber volume fraction.” 

- Line  90, we changed into  “…HDPE addition on different concrete classes”.  

- Line 91, we added “…HDPE lamellar particles…” 

- Line 101-103. We modified into “ Lower concrete strength in the following….respectively”. 

- Line 107, we removed “and” before “…..tensile and compressive strength”.  

- Table  1 and 2, we removed the bold. Thank you for this. 

- Figure 1, we reduced the font size.  

- Line 170-172, we rephrased into “2.55 g/cm3 ……23% was obtained.”  

- Line 181, we changed into “…..for all the sheets”.  

- Line 185, we added into “This ensures….” 

- Figure 2, we modified the legend. Thank you. 

- Line 197 (“The concrete mix design…”) and line 203 (“….three different concrete classes…”), 

we changed the plural and singular noun.  

- Line 210, we omitted “lamellar”, and changed into “….HDPE additions…..” 

- Line 221-222, we modified into “This study…..under severe use.” 

- Line 227, we corrected the noun, “…..as average.” 

- Line 239, we changed into “…HDPE plastic sheets compensated for this change”.  

- Line 296, we adapted into “….size of the HDPE sheets….”. 

- Line 344, we added into “….containing HDPE addition…”. 

- Line 374-375, we omitted the unnecessary wording and changed into “….higher tensile 

strength……“5 x 20 mm” is the best shape compared….”. 

Dear reviewer, 

manuscript. Thank you very much for this opportunity, and we have learned a lot from this 

reviewing process. We have responded and accommodated your inputs in this manuscript.  Hope 

it meets your expectations and achieves the required standard for publishing. Please find our 

response below. 

First and foremost, allow us to express our gratitude for your constructive feedback regarding

our work. Your comments were very helpful and have enabled us to improve the quality of our
 

Respon to Reviewer 3



- Line 411, we removed the wording and changed into  “….HDPE positions in concrete 

mixture”. 

- Line 413, we removed the wording and altered into “The size of 10 × 10 mm and 5 × 20…” 

- Line 415, we modified into “…. “2.5 × 40 mm”  sheet became…” 

- Figure 9, we changed the legend. 

- Line 458, we omitted the unnecessary word, and adapted into “…..sustainability and 

particles…..” 

- Line 549, we adapted into “….performance of the additions with respect…” 

- Line 555-556, we adjusted into “ …… and sizes of HDPE in the shape of…. showing the effect 

that HDPE additions…”. 

- Line 564, we changed into “….HDPE sheets should be used with B0 and f'c25 MPa concrete.” 

- Line 567, we modified into “….apply to different plastic shapes.” 

 

performance of the construction industry [43,44].”  

- Line 459, we  modified the wording into  “However, the addition of HDPE to the concrete…” 

- Line 477, we altered the wording into “…..for all additions of HDPE at different size…”. 

- Line 474, we adjusted the wording into  “….nature of plastic aggregate…”. 

- Line 490, we adapted into “…..replaced by HDPE.” 

- Line 517, we revised into “Thus, the addition of HDPE…” 

- Line  501, we modified into “….. for medium concrete strength of f’c10.” 

- Line 504, we changed into “….concrete mixtures containing HDPE, could…” 

- Line 531, we revised into “….that the addition of 5% HDPE increases…” 

- Line  537, we altered into “…..of 20% for sheets with a size of….” 

- Line 538, we revised into “Therefore, the amount of added HDPE should….” 

- Line 541, we added the wording into, “…..whereby the position of plastic lamellar 
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